Race car toggle switches

Sign In or Create an Account Cart. Toggle navigation. Email a friend. Features multi-mode rotary
dials and large brake bias. Questions about this item? Be the first to ask here. Availability: Made
to Order. In-Store Pickup Available. Put me on the Waiting List. Description Customer Reviews
Features Specifications Documentation Inspired by the dashboards of real race cars, this
horizontal programmable switch panel box will add authenticity to your sim racing rig.
Everything starts with a metal housing and race-car-correct buttons and toggle switches, the
goal was to build a panel box for your simulator that would be true to form to what you could
cut out of an actual race car. This racing toggle switch panel offers up to 36 functions including
the brake bias valve knob which incorporates a proprietary friction clutch to simulate the drag
of a real bias valve. Our programmable race car switch panel boxes allow you to map various
functions in the game to any button, switch or knob on the panel. From the in-game controllers
configuration screen you simply select the function you want to map, such as engine start for
example, and then move the button, switch or knob you want to set it to and viola, that button
now starts the engine. Safety Toggle Switches The safety toggle switches of this simulator
panel incorporate a latching toggle switch just as in a real race car. These types of switches are
commonly mapped to functions like ignition or pit lane speed limiter since these are functions
that are on or off and you do not want to accidentally hit these. A common problem with these
types of switches is they get out-of-sync with the game. For example, you may enter a practice
session with the switch in the down off position, but the game starts the practice session with
the speed limiter on. Other button boxes require you to exit the session and then flip the switch
to the up on position before entering the practice session again. Our intelligent button boxes
include a feature that allows you to correct this without leaving the race session. One-Way and
Two-Way Toggle Switches Real race cars commonly have toggle switches for many functions
and this button box is no different. By having a combination of both one-way and two-way
toggle switches you can map various functions more intuitively. In fact, with a simple
programming procedure you can convert any two-way toggle to function as a one-way toggle
for even more flexibility. Some toggles are positioned to operate left-to-right to be more intuitive
to use. Heavy-Duty Push Buttons Push buttons are the easiest types of buttons to use and can
be mapped to functions you use often. The buttons on this simulator panel box have a
perceivable amount of travel so even activating them with gloves is easy. As with all buttons
and switches used in the construction of the button panel, these buttons are easy to find by
feeling your way around them. Multi-Function Encoders This is where things become
interesting. Encoders are a unique type of knob. We have all used them since most home and
car stereos use them for volume controls and many other functions. What makes our encoders
unique is that they are multi-function encoders. Similar to how a car stereo has one knob that is
used to tune the radio station, adjust, bass, treble, balance, fader and other functions, the
encoders on this button panel are capable of multiple functions as well. With this new
multi-function encoder we can combine chat volume, spotter volume and radio channel all on
one encoder knob. Brake Bias Knob Real race cars use large adjustment knobs to change the
brake bias. Whether the knob adjusts a pivot point on the brake pedal or a valve in the hydraulic
line, it requires some effort and several turns to adjust. Our unique bias knob has a friction
clutch of our own design that replicates the feeling of turning a mechanical adjustment, just like
the real thing. In addition, brake bias adjustments typically require several turns of the knob to
reduce sensitivity and help the driver make fine adjustments. We allow the user to electronically
adjust the sensitivity of the knob so one increment of brake bias can require as little as just a
nudge on the knob or as much as a full turn, and several settings in between. The choice is
yours. The buttons and switches are spaced apart enough to provide plenty of space for labels,
whether you create your own or use our pre-printed labels. Each racing toggle switch panel
includes pre-printed labels that fit perfectly into the pockets and make for a professional
appearance to the button panel. Multiple Mounting Options We have designed to button panel to
have versatile mounting capabilities. The rear of the simulator racing toggle switch panel box
includes two sets of VESA 75x75 and x layouts. You can easily attach fixed monitor mounts to
place the button panel within easy reach. Ricmotech offers some mounting brackets shown
below or you can use whatever fits your application best. Rating Snapshot Select a row below
to filter reviews. Average Customer Ratings 3. View All Reviews. I got this for a flight-simulator
setup. Solid construction, but panel arrived oily and metal was a bit sharp on the edges. One
pushbutton has electrical contact bounce. To be clear, the 2-way toggle switches are what I'd
call 2-way momentary switchs, not toggles. These switches are very solid and require quite a bit
of force to engage. I didn't realise that three of the 2-way switches move in an up-down direction
and the other three move left-right. The multi-function encoders are excellent, but there is not
much difference between the green and amber color of the LED indicators. It came with lots of
labels which was good, but you can't put them above some of the top row buttons, as the

company-logo is raised and in the way. Did you find this helpful? Hi i had many problem with
this button box not satisfied by quality and repair services. Again a must have for competition
online racing High quality and easy to use with simulation software. Related Items. Browse
Similar Items. Tech Line Due to shipper and supplier delays, your order may take longer to
arrive. Open Close. We have a huge selection of quick disconnects, weather pack connectors,
deutsch connectors, switches, terminals, sockets, plugs and more to get your wiring done right.
Brake Cut-Off Switch is commonly used on Dirt race cars for the 3 wheel brake switch.
Accessory Switches. Accessory switches are used for wide variety of uses including electric
fans, nitrous oxide systems, ignition systems and more. Whether you need a simple toggle
switch or a momentary switch Air Pressure Switches. Back-Up Light Switches. Brake Light
Switches. We feature Brake Light Switches at low everyday prices. Breakaway Switches. Circuit
Breakers. We feature Circuit Breakers at low everyday prices. This switch allows you to start the
car and toggle between pickups, so the engine only needs to be started once to get the timing
dialed in. Also, by setting the generator slightly retarded over Data Logger Switches. Dimmer
Switches. We feature Dimmer Switches at low everyday prices. Door Jamb Switches. We feature
Doorjamb Switches at low everyday prices. Electric Fan Switches. Electric Motor Switches. We
feature Electric Motor Switches at low everyday prices. Fast Idle Controls. For when days are
short and the nights are cold, you want your engine to heat up quicker. When you are using a
PTO, or constantly idling , these are the times, when you need an elevated idle. Head Light
Dimmer Switch Covers. Headlight Switches. We feature Headlight Switches at low everyday
prices. Ignition Switches. We feature Ignition Switches at low everyday prices. Kill Switches. We
feature Kill Switches at low everyday prices. Magneto Switches. We feature Magneto Switches
at low everyday prices. Master Disconnect Switches. We feature Master Disconnect Switches at
low everyday prices. Neutral Safety Switches. Nitrous Pressure Sensors. Parking Brake
Indicator Switches. Power Window Switches. We feature Power Window Switches at low
everyday prices. Pressure Safety Switches. Pressure Switches. Push Button Switches. Rocker
Switches. Rotary Switches. Running Board Override Switches. Starter Buttons. Starter
Switches. We feature Starter Switches at low everyday prices. Temperature Switches. Throttle
Booster Power Switches. Throttle Booster Power Switch goes with the Throttle booster to
provide 6 adjustable on the fly modes. Toggle Switch Covers. We feature Switch Covers at low
everyday prices. Toggle Switch Extensions. We feature Switch Extensions at low everyday
prices. Toggle Switches. Trans-Brake Switches. We feature Trans-Brake Switches at low
everyday prices. Transducer Pressure Sensors. Turn Signal Switches. We feature Turn Signal
Switches at low everyday prices. Windshield Wiper Switches. We feature Windshield Wiper
Switches at low everyday prices. Home Site Map Terms Privacy. All Rights Reserved. Powered
by Web Shop Manager. Sign In or Create an Account. We build only the most reliable and
popular show car and racing switch panels â€” with premium rockers or toggles â€” which are
designed to control 12 volt lighting, fully-resistive loads, and relays that operate motor loads.
Choose the number of switches, their colors, a main fuse size, an optional enclosure â€” and
much more. We offer relay harnesses for cost-conscious projects, SPST relay boxes for
standard automotive applications, and performance SPDT relay panels for maximum versatility.
In most vehicles, OEM fuse panels are designed to operate standard lighting, ignition, and
resistive loads â€” not high-performance electrical pump or fan loads. Our standard fuse panels
come with labeled terminals for easy connection to popular OEM devices, while our racing fuse
boxes are designed for relay-driven, high-power accessories. MGI delivers high-quality
performance panels at remarkably low prices. Quality products at superb prices is the
foundation of our business model. Adding and wiring electrical accessories to your vehicle may
seem like a daunting task. See our tutorial on switch basics for more information regarding
switch function, actuation, contact forms poles and throws , and maintained vs momentary
action. We understand the importance of quality automotive electrics , especially when these
products are to be an integral component of your showcar or race car projects. Rest assured
that with MGI, there is no shortcut to quality. For products presenting signs of shipping damage
or manufacturer defects, MGI will repair or replace that item according to our warranty
practices. This offer applies to regular postal service in North America. If you need your order
right away, 1-day and 3-day delivery options are available at checkout with convenient real-time
rates from Canada Post and USPS. Skip to content. And Everything in Between. Automotive
Switch Panels We build only the most reliable and popular show car and racing switch panels
â€” with premium rockers or toggles â€” which are designed to control 12 volt lighting,
fully-resistive loads, and relays that operate motor loads. Automotive Fuse Panels In most
vehicles, OEM fuse panels are designed to operate standard lighting, ignition, and resistive
loads â€” not high-performance electrical pump or fan loads. Best Sellers. Camshaft Calculator.
Wire Gauge Chart. Fuse Size Calculator. Shopping Cart. There are no products in the cart!
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